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MAHONEY: Well, today I'm almost on home ground - not quite, not 
the Gambia but a country I have visited as a boy and I 
like very, very much our good neighbour Senegal. But 
it's a bit confusing because we're going to be hearing 
about a big exhibition of Senegalese paintings. 

But how about forgetting Paris for a moment and having 
un peu d'atmosphere senegalaise? 

MUSIC - Sonar Senghor 

"Sonar Senghor et sa troupe africaine". 

I'm sorry to say that I didn 't have the chance to nip across 
to France and see this collection of modern Senegalese art 
for myself but Florence Akst, our producer, has just come 
back from a visit. Florence, why not start at the beginning 
and tell us what it was like •. . 

FLORENCE: Well, it was very impressive because it was very big. Ther~ 
were a great number, far more than I had expected, of mostly 
paintings, some tapestries . Another impressive featufe was 
that it was held in the Grand Pala.is which is one of the 
biggest of the Paris exhibition halls. 

MAH©NEY: I wonder whether there was any kind of support from the 
French government as such? 

FLORENCE: Yes, it was supported by the French government •and in fa.ct, 
in the front of the catalogue there was a note saying that 
M.Pompidou the President who died very recently, one of the 
very last things he did before his death was to offer his 
patronage to t he exhibition, so the President himself was 
interested. 

I;IAHOlf!IT: That's fantastic. Were there any Africans who reside in 
PFtris who went to see tbis whilst you were there? 
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FLORENCE: Well, while I was there there were only a. few, I would 
guess students, in fact one of the students that were there 
was a friend of mine from the Cameroun who accompanied me 
and we will be hearing from him in a moment because he was 
very impressed indeed and we stopped a long time in front 
of a very large oil painting, mostly oil but in fact, straw 
had been pressed into the oil to give it a texture and it 
was by a Senegalese artist with the name of Amadou Ba. 

ANDREW KI SHANI: 
In French it is called "Les porteurs de soleil" and I think 
in English it would not just be "Carriers of the Sun" but 
"Transporters of the Sun". 

FLORENCE: You've been looking at it for quite a long time, does it 
attract you? 

KISHANI: Yes, I think particularly because of the title of it and 
also I find it not just poetical but very expressive. The 
whole thing is based on a display of earthly colours, mostly 
the ground, and a display of what I would call African soil 
with three figures, human figures, and then there is a ray of 
the sun which they carry upon their heads. The eart4 is 
mixed with grass which shows some savanna background. 

FLORENCE: Looking at it does it make you feel at home? 

KISHANI: Yes, I think that is one of the first hings that drew my 
attention to this art because I think the title as I said, 
an English translation is "Transporters of the Sun". I 
am thinking too that the sun plays a very important role 
especially when it comes to recording time and also events 
of the day are associated with the sun and are very much 
positive. 

FLORENCE: Now supposing yourself had been transported - transported 
here to this gallery with this exhibition not knowing any
thing a.bout it and you were just set down in front of some 
of these pictures, would you have known these were pictures 
by .Africans? 

KISHAMI: Some defirii tely. This one "Transporters of the sun" is 
typically .African but the others a.re again very much away 
from home in that they have been transferred, they have been 
manipulated. You .can see .African art in the background at 
the beginning, then you see modern art. 

MAHONEY: 'Modern art', he says. It seems to me that if we talk about 
modern art we must talk about objects and happenings which 
are immediate, which are happebing around us today, that is 
what I would call modern art. But what I have seen seems 
to be something which is typically African, wouldn't you say? 

FLORENCE: Well, that is an interesting point because later we will be 
meeting M. Kala-Lobe from Cameroun and one of his criticisms 
was that there was nothing that represented life today. In 
fact, so often it is modern because it is absyract and not 
concrete. This raises one of the points that was in my mind 
when I wen t to see Michel Conil-Lacoste who is a French art 
critic. 
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FLORENCE: He ha~ beor.i -to quj_te a few exhibitions of art in Africa, 
but he reviews art exhibitions for French newspapers 'Le 
Mende' for instance, and I wanted to know as an art critic 
standing in front of the paintings whether he was aware 
that he was not in front of European paintings. 

MICHEL CONIL-LACOSTE: 
It is exactly the question I raised for myself. My 
conclusion was that I would not have identified that they 
were precisely Senegalese but at least that they are African. 
I think that it is a very interesting question to know the 
degree are you able to recognise a region or the nation or 
the village, but I am sure that there are one or two artists 
here about whom it would be more difficult to guess. 

MAHONEY: Did you in fact meet any of the artists whose paintings 
were there? 

FLORENCE: Yes, well one of them, Iba N'Diaye ••• 

MAHONEY: Iba N'Diaye! Oh yes I know him. 

FLORENCE: Well, I met him and he was very insistent when I asked him 
whether he was a Senegalese artist or just an artist. 

IBA N'DIAYE: 
I think that I am an artist and I don't want to be referred 
to as a Senegalese artist, a Japanese artist, a Mexi0an 
artist but an artist only. And I try to do a good painting 
and I think that there are good painters and bad. 

MAHONEY: Yes, that is interesting. That is typically Iba N'Diaye 
and in fact he is very well known internationally. I mean 
he has had exhibitions in Algiers, Brazil, London. Wpat 
paintings of his did you like in particular? 

FLORENCE: Well quite the most outstanding of them were three together 
from his series called "Tabaski 11 • They were big oil 
paintings of sheep bei~g butchered. 

MAHONEY: Ah yes, "Tabaski" - it is a Muslim festival. I remember 
it as the occasion when a lot of Muslims reciprocate 
Christmas with the Christians. They take pieces of meat 
as part of an offering. 

FLORENCE: As a sacrifice, that is part of it. Well I found them 
impressive so I asked Iba N'Diaye if they were just 
representative of what he had seen and he said: "No, not 
all", he had a message for the viewer. 

N'DIAYE: I think that people are not to be mutton for the boucherie, 
people, not sheep to go to the butchers. Because in the 
life you have the man who ••• 

FLORENCE: Cuts your throat. 

N'DIAYE: Yes, and the mutton. I don't want to be mutton. 
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Well these three were only three out of fifteen h~ has 
already done. 

Do you know whether this particular exhibition in Paris 
would be taken over to other parts of Africa .or America 
or anything like that? 

Well I was very keen to •find out whether it could be seen 
elsewhere in Africa. I managed to have a wor1 with 
M. Kala-Lobe who is the Administrative Secretary for the 
Soceity of African Culture. 

M. KALA-LOBE: 

fviAHON:$Y: 

KISHANI: 

We are preparing the 2nd Festival for Negro Arts at Lagos 
and all these exhibitions could be taken to La.gos for all 
Africa to see there. Before Lagos we want to make an 
itinerant exhibition from Senegal to Sierra Leone to Liberia 
and from Ghana to Nigeria to Zaire to Cameroun etc. · 

The friend you met outside the gallery. Do you think he 
could identify as an African with the exhibition. 

Yes, especially the display of colours in the art. 
something common to any Negro-African background. 

It is 

FLORENCE: Which colours particularly_? 

KISHANI: I would consider the red, the display of the red, and black 
but what seems to me very much Senegalese . is the introduction 
of the white colour. 

MAHON:E;Y: It must have been impressive in terms of colours and so on 
with the tap~stries that you saw just as you were about to 
go into th.is big gallery. 

FLORENCE: Well it- was very vivid particularly in one of them. The 
central character was a womah) just as tall as the tapestry 
itself, and she was almost walking out of the tapestry 
towards you. And my Camerounian friend was very impressed 
with the number of women shown in dominant positions in the 
differen~ paintings and tapestries. 

MAHONEY: Did you in fact see any women artists? 

FLORENCE: This is interesting isn't it? Because I only spotted the 
name of one woman, Younousse Seye, and it was very easy to 
notice her work because she used cowrie shells on the canvas. 

KISHANI: The cowries brings out the woman's face on the brown back
ground. 

FLORENCE: The shells are actually ~tuck on the canvas, aren't they? 

KISHANI: Yes, everything, the eyes and the mouth are a.1.1 decorated 
with cowrie shells. 

... 
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FLORENCE: But I did get a feeling looking at some of the paintings 
particularly, that people might have been happier not using 
oil. There were some paintings that looked as though they 
were paintings of statues of wooden things. I am not an 
art expert by any means but this struck me enough for me 
to ask M. Conil-La.coste, the art critic, how he felt about it. 

CONIL- LACOSTE: 
Yes, frequently in front of the numerous paintings of this 
exhibition you have the impression that they have been 
transferred from a kind of technique more genuine or more 
traditional technique to another one. Very often you had 
the impression that it could be easily have been carved rather 
than painted. 

FLORENCE: Is itJ;X>ssible to ex:r,ress African thoughts through a 
European medium? 

CONIL~LAOOSTE: 
I think the greater part of the African artist is rather for 
expressing themselves in a kind of blendings of African 
patterns which you can sometimes recognise in the arcqitecture 
of the villages or in their tapestries and so on and they are 
transferring this kind of genuine African patterns into the 
ca.nvas and re-designing them with oil or with other western 
techniques. (telephone rings) 

ri1'.AHON~: What was that, was it a telephone? 

FLORENCE: That's right weTwere interrupted the whole time. 

MAHONEY: ,vell, this seems to be what you might ~all a Senegalese 
session so we're having Sonar Senghor and his African Troupe 
to play us out with "Dianka Bi". It's goodbye from me, 
Louis Mahoney, but I'll be back next week so join me then, 
won't you, for another session of 'Arts and Africa•. · 

MUSIC - Sonar Senghor 
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